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In JT-60U, a high energy neutral beam injection program with the negative-ion based NBI (N-NBI) has been progressed for non-inductive current drive and core plasma heating studies in high density plasma. The target performance of the N-NBI is the neutral beam injection power of 10MW for 10 seconds at 500keV, and a neutral beam power of 5.2 MW at 350keV has already been injected into JT-60U plasma. The beam divergence and power loading onto the beamline components are two important items to evaluate beam performance. The beam divergence estimated roughly at the beam drift duct in beam injection experiment into JT-60U plasmas is around 4 mrad for horizontal direction and 6 mrad for vertical one, which is close to the design value of 5 mrad. The power loading measured at the beamline components showed a reasonable result as compared with the design value.
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1. Introduction

High energy neutral beam injection (NBI) has been considered to be an essential role for non-inductive current drive and core plasma heating in the magnetically confined thermonuclear fusion research. Moreover it can be worked for suppressing plasma instability and improving plasma confinement by delivering the momentum to the plasma in the toroidal direction, and for controlling the spatial distribution of the plasma current. For those purposes, high power NBIs which can deliver tens of MW neutral beams at an energy of 100 keV-class had been developed with positive ion based (P-NBI). The large plasma confinement devices such as JT-60U, JET and TFTR have already attained high performance plasma conditions with D or D-T operation by injecting tens of MW neutral beams at an energy of about 100keV, in particular JT-60U and JET have already reached the breakeven condition which fusion thermal output is equal to plasma heating power.

For the reactor-like fusion devices such as ITER and even the present large tokamak JT-60U, a higher energy (~0.5 MeV for JT-60U, ~1 MeV for ITER) and a long pulse neutral beam is required for effective central non-inductive current drive and plasma heating at a high plasma density. Considering ion beam neutralization efficiency, the conventional positive-ion based NBI system decreases sharply as increasing of the ion beam energy over 100 keV shown in Fig. 1. Therefore it is necessary to utilize a negative ion beam with neutralization efficiency as high as 60 % with a gas cell.

A negative ion source used in the NBI device is required to accelerate negative ions of a few tens of amperes at a higher beam energy. The researches of negative ion source for increasing negative ion current have been carried out at many laboratories in the world for a long time. The negative ion current achieved, however, was only a level of 100mA until 15 years ago. At JAERI, R&Ds for the negative-ion source have been progressed aiming at a higher beam current more than 10 A and a higher beam energy over 500 keV since middle of 1980's. Concerning a higher current of negative-ion beams, a $^1$H$^-$ current of 10 A at 50 keV had been achieved in 1990 using a multi-cusp ion source with seeding Cs [1]. In 1994, a negative hydrogen beam of 180 mA at an energy of 400keV had been accelerated with a higher energy acceleration ion source [2].

In addition to these ion source R&Ds, the high voltage dc power supply for ion source and beamline components had been developed [3]. The design study for a 500 keV negative-ion based NBI system had been also executed for several years. Based on these R&Ds results, the construction of the 500 keV negative-ion based NBI (N-NBI) system [4], shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3, had been judged having no technical problem. It aims at the target: the injection power of 10 MW for 10 seconds at 500 keV. Since the first operation of the N-NBI started in 1996, the negative ion beam power per source has reached 14.3 A at 380 keV (5.4 MW) with deuterium and 18.5 A
at 360 keV (6.6 MW) with hydrogen, and the neutral beam power injected into JT-60 has been obtained 5.2 MW at 350keV with deuterium and 4.2 MW at 360 keV with hydrogen[5,6]. A neutralization efficiency of the negative ion beam has been confirmed to be about 60 % at a beam energy range of 250-385 keV as predicted theoretically as shown in Figure 1.

The estimation of the beam divergence and power loading on the beamline components is a very important item for ameliorating performance of negative ion beam aiming at higher beam power. In this report, the power loading on the beamline components, estimation of neutral beam divergence, and time evolution of the beam parameters for the injection shots in the beam injection experiments of 1998 are discussed. Outline of the N-NBI beamline is described briefly as well.

2. Outline of the 500keV N-NBI beamline [7, 8]

The schematic drawings for the 500 keV N-NBI system are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3. It is composed of one beamline, two ion sources, a power supply system, a control system and an auxiliary sub-system including water cooling, helium refrigeration and auxiliary vacuum pumping systems.

The negative ion source is composed of a negative ion generator, an extractor and an accelerator. The negative ion generator is a cesium-seeded multi-cusp type. A small amount of cesium vapor is injected into the negative ion generator through a transport pipe from an external cesium oven to drastically enhance the negative ion yield by a factor of about 2-5 higher than that of the pure volume production. Furthermore it makes remarkably decrease the optimum operation pressure without deterioration of negative ion production. The cesium effect strongly depends on the temperature of plasma grid. The optimum temperature is experimentally confirmed to be about 250-300°C. The extractor has three grids; a plasma grid, an extraction grid and an electron suppression grid. The extractor is a multi-aperture type and its aperture size is 14 mm in diameter. The extraction area is 110 cm x 45 cm, which is divided into five segments. The accelerator has also three grids; the first and second acceleration grids, and a grounded grid. The beams are geometrically directed to the focal point of 24 m far away from the ion source with a steering mechanism, and each beamlet focusing has been also made by an aperture displacement technique.

The beamline consists of an ion source tank, a neutralizer tank, an ion dump tank and a neutral beam drift duct. The ion source tank contains a set of cryopumps for minimizing a stripping loss of negative ions in the ion source accelerator. The tank is covered with a magnetic shielding to screen a stray magnetic field from JT-60. The neutralizer tank has two 10 m long neutralizer cells corresponding to two ion sources. The ion dump tank contains a pair of bending coils, a couple of ion dumps for D− and D+, a retractable calorimeter, a beam scraper and cryopumps. The calorimeter placed after the ion bending coils is composed of arrays of a composite
material of molybdenum and copper, and it is used for measuring the neutral beam power. It also serves as the beam target of neutral beams in the ion source conditioning. The neutral beam drift duct is an isolation gate valve, a bellows and a duct containing a series of beam scrapers.

3. Beam characteristics on the operation in 1998

3.1 Estimation method of beam divergence

Estimation of beam divergence \[10\] is very important item for ameliorating the negative ion beam performance aiming at higher beam power. The estimation procedure of the beam divergence is shown in Fig.4. The beam divergences in the horizontal and vertical directions, \(\omega_x\) and \(\omega_y\), were determined by comparing the heat loads measured on the beam limiters in the drift duct with the numerical computational results. A three dimensional beam trajectory calculation code “BEMPROF” \[9\] is used for beam fraction calculation deposited on the scrapers.

3.2. Time evolution of the beam parameters during the neutral beam injection into JT-60

The time evolutions of the neutral beam parameters and ion source performance for the injection shots in 1998 are illustrated in Fig.5 and Fig.6, separately. In these figures, open symbols show operation result with two ion sources and solid symbols are with one ion source. Beam species is deuterium before October and hydrogen in October. In the beginning of September, a cooling water leaking trouble broke out at a filament feedthrough inside the arc chamber of the lower ion source during the beam pulse operation. We had need one month for recovering from the trouble.

In the beam injection experiments, the beam energy \(E_b\) was around 350 keV and the maximum value was nearly 380 keV. The beam energy is kept a moderate level at around 350 keV because the first priority in this experimental period is to extend the beam pulse duration. In the operation after water leak in the ion source, the beam energy was limited to 300-330 keV in spite of making the inside of the ion source clean. This voltage deterioration seems to be caused by micro-contamination on the surface of the accelerator grids owing to the water leak.

The integrated injection power, \(P_{inj.m}\), defined by the product of beam power and beam pulse duration, was around 3 MJ and the maximum value was 6.7 MJ.

Although the beam pulse duration was around 1 s at the beginning of 1998, the pulse length has extended gradually with the operation time, and reached 2.2 s in maximum. The reason why extending the beam pulse is due
to a stabilization of arc discharge by taking a longer pre-arc discharge time in the negative ion generator.

The beam divergence estimated in the beam injection experiments has been confirmed around 4 mrad in the horizontal direction ($\omega_x$), and around 6 mrad in the vertical direction ($\omega_y$). These divergences roughly agree with the design value of 5 mrad. The beam characteristics of $E_b$, $E_{\text{inj,m}}$ and beam pulse duration have kept increasing gradually before October, in the meanwhile the beam divergence did not change, almost kept constant. After the water leak in September, these parameters became bad owing to the contamination of the ion source by the water leak.

The other parameters of acceleration current ($I_{\text{acc}}$), extraction current ($I_{\text{ext}}$) and arc efficiency ($\eta_{\text{arc}}$), defined by the ratio of acceleration current and arc power ($P_{\text{arc}}$), are shown in Fig.6. In the operation during March and April, the acceleration current with two ion sources reached a level close to 40A. The current in the operation after July, however, had not reached the level of the operation in March and April. This seems to be the reason why an instantaneous air leak had observed sometimes in the beamline during the beam acceleration, though we could not identified the point where the air leaking broke out.

The acceleration current with two ion sources shows the same trace as the arc efficiency. The extraction current had not changed so much during the operation between March and September with deuterium. However the extraction current decreased greatly after changing the gas species in October. This means that the ratio of the electron component in the extraction current with hydrogen beam is smaller than that of deuterium.

The arc efficiency of the ion source, which means the efficiency of negative ion production, had been kept a higher rate of around 0.15 in March and April. After the air break for the ion source maintenance in May, though the efficiency has recovered gradually with the operation time owing to cleaning of the arc chamber wall, it did not reached the level of March and April. This means that bad phenomena for the negative ion production such as a tiny air leakage might break out in the ion source.

Solid symbols in October of Fig.5 and Fig.6 indicate the operation only with the upper ion source. Since the upper ion source had not suffered serious damage as compared with the lower one through the water leak in September, the beam performance is a little better than that of the operation with two ion sources including the lower source.

### 3.3 Power flow on the beamline components

Power loading on the beamline components is measured with a water calorimetry. A power flow diagram onto the beamline components is illustrated in Fig.7 and current ratios measured in the beamline are shown in Fig.8 as a function of arc power, where the current ratio shows the ratio of
beam current impinged onto each component against acceleration drain current. In the extractor, both negative ions and electrons are extracted, and only negative ions go into accelerator by dumping almost all the electrons on the extractor grid. During the acceleration, 30–40% of the accelerated ion beams are lost that is due to a wrong beam optics, though the design value of the loss is less than 10%. The negative ion beams accelerated in the ion source enter the neutralizer cell just after passed through the first beam limiter. The beam losses in the beam limiter and neutralizer cell are 5% respectively. After the neutralizer cell, the residual negative and positive ion beams, around 15% each, are reflected to horizontal directions through a stray magnetic field from JT-60U, and are finally captured in the ion dumps. About 5% of the neutral beam is lost in the drift duct owing to re-ionization loss and geometrical loss, the rest of neutral beams, ~30%, are injected into JT-60U plasma.

Comparing the performance between the lower and the upper ion source, the operation parameters of both ion sources were shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9. The lower ion source appears higher calorimeter current ratio (neutral beam power ratio) and higher arc efficiency than the upper source and is of no obvious saturation. On the other hand, the current ratio of the each accelerator grid in the upper ion source is higher than that of the lower source.

On the operation with different species of hydrogen and deuterium, it is obvious that the operation with hydrogen is higher performance than that of with deuterium, as shown in Fig.10. In a higher arc power and a higher extraction voltage, there are striking difference between hydrogen and deuterium. The current ratio of the calorimeter with hydrogen is by roughly 10% higher than that of deuterium at same arc power even in the lower extraction voltage. The arc efficiency with hydrogen is also 30–40% higher than deuterium. Excess arc power more than 140 kW, in general, brings about the deterioration of both calorimeter current ratio and arc efficiency.

4. Summary

Although some malfunctions such as water leak in the lower ion source took place during the operation in 1998, it can be concluded to be injected a moderate neutral beam power into JT-60U from the whole year’s operation data of the N-NBI.

1. Beam divergence of negative ion beam has been confirmed to be around 4.0 mrad in horizontal direction and 6 mrad in vertical direction. These roughly agree with the design value.

2. Power loading measured on the beam components is reasonable. The upper and lower ion sources have the nearly same performance. The operation with hydrogen is higher performance than that of deuterium.
3. Beam performance is kept improved gradually. In 1998 experimental campaign, the maximum beam energy of 380 keV, the maximum beam injection power of 5.2 MW and energy of 7.6 MJ, the longest pulse duration of 2.2 s, and the smallest beam divergence of 3.5 mrad in horizontal direction and 5 mrad in vertical direction have been reached.
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Fig. 1 Neutralization efficiency of both negative and positive ion beams (Curves show a theoretical calculation, solid symbols are experimental result)
Fig. 2  Plane view of the 500keV negative-ion based NBI system in the JT-60 Torus Hall
Fig3. A side view of the N-NBI Beamline for JT-60U
Beam trajectory code (three dimensions) → Beam fraction as a function of $\omega_X$, $\omega_Y$ → Power load as a function of $\omega_X$, $\omega_Y$

Input: beam limiter position and size, beam divergence ($\omega_X$, $\omega_Y$) → Comparison

Beam limiters in the drift duct → Measurement of temperature rise at thermocouples → Power load onto the thermocouples

$\omega_X$, $\omega_Y$ for the injection shots

Fig. 4 Estimation procedure for the beam divergence
Fig. 5  Time evolution of the neutral beam for injection shots in 1998. Solid dots show the operation with only upper ion source.
Fig. 6  Time evolution of the ion source performance
Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of power flow in the beamline
Fig. 8 Comparison between the lower and upper ion source as a function of arc power Parc at the same ion source operation condition (solid symbol: lower ion source, Open symbol: upper ion source, CM; Calorimeter, A1G; 1st Accel.grid, A2G; 2nd accel. Grid, 1BL; 1st beam limiter, NC; Neutralizer cell, ID(D-), ID(D+); Ion dumps for D- and D+, D-(total); D- current.

Beam condition; deuterium beam, Vacc=350kV, Iacc=15-23A, Ip=4.5kA, Vb=4.5V, Vext=5.9kV, Ip=4.5kA, Vb=4.5V, Pis=0.14-0.29Pa
Fig. 9  Comparison between lower and upper ion source as a function of extraction voltage (solid symbol; lower ion source, open symbol; upper ion source)

Beam parameters; deuterium, Vacc=370kV, Iacc=19-22A, Parc=150kW, Ipg=4.5kA, Vb=4.5V
Fig. 10 Comparison between different operation species at the same ion source and nearly same condition (solid symbol: hydrogen beam, open symbol: deuterium beam)